A series of iron arsenides (e.g., CaRbFe4As4, SrCsFe4As4) have been discovered recently, and have provoked a rise in superconductor searches in a different phase, known as the 1144 phase. For the presence of various chemical substitutions, it is believed that more 1144 compounds remain to be discovered. In this work, we perform general model analysis as well as scenario calculation on a basis of density functional theory to investigate phase stability in a variety of compounds. We predict that the 1144-type phase could be stabilized in EuKFe4As4, EuRbFe4As4, EuCsFe4As4, CaCsFe4P4, SrCsFe4P4, BaCsFe4P4, InCaFe4As4, InSrFe4As4, etc. Remarkably, it involves rare earths, trivalence elements (e.g., indium) and iron phosphides, which greatly expands the range of its existence and suggests a promising prospect for experimental synthesis. In addition, we find that the formation of many random doping compounds (e.g., Ba0.5Cs0.5Fe2As2, Ba0.5R0.5Fe2As2) is driven by entropy and could be annealed to a 1144-type phase. Eventually, we plot a phase diagram about two structural factors Delta a and Delta c, giving a bird's-eye view of stability of various 1144 compounds. A series of iron arsenides (e.g., CaRbFe 4 As 4 , SrCsFe 4 As 4 ) have been discovered recently, and have provoked a rise in superconductor searches in a different phase, known as the 1144 phase. For the presence of various chemical substitutions, it is believed that more 1144 compounds remain to be discovered. In this work, we perform general model analysis as well as scenario calculation on a basis of density functional theory to investigate phase stability in a variety of compounds. We predict that the 1144-type phase could be stabilized in EuKFe 4 As 4 , EuRbFe 4 As 4 , EuCsFe 4 As 4 , CaCsFe 4 P 4 , SrCsFe 4 P 4 , BaCsFe 4 P 4 , InCaFe 4 As 4 , InSrFe 4 As 4 , etc. Remarkably, it involves rare earths, trivalence elements (e.g., indium) and iron phosphides, which greatly expands the range of its existence and suggests a promising prospect for experimental synthesis. In addition, we find that the formation of many random doping compounds (e.g., Ba 0.5 Cs 0.5 Fe 2 As 2 , Ba 0.5 Rb 0.5 Fe 2 As 2 ) is driven by entropy and could be annealed to a 1144-type phase. Eventually, we plot a phase diagram about two structural factors a and c, giving a bird's-eye view of stability of various 1144 compounds.
I. INTRODUCTION
Searching for superconductors (SC) has been a persistent hot issue in condensed-matter physics and material science [1] . Recently, a superconducting phase called 1144 ( Fig. 1 ) was discovered inspiring a new tide of the search for superconductors [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
In the 1144 phase, for instance, CaKFe 4 As 4 has the same chemical composition as the 50%-doped 122 phase. But distinct from random doping [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , it is structurally ordered with Ca and K occupying alternative cation layers. Given this feature, one is enabled to add electrons or holes without triggering the disorder effect. In that sense, the 1144 phase provides a different dimension for manipulation of material properties. It also inspires study of disorder-free superconducting materials beyond 1144 compounds (e.g., RbGd 2 Fe 4 As 4 O 2 , KCa 2 Fe 4 As 4 F 2 , etc.) [20] .
The 1144 phase has previously been discovered in several different iron arsenides, XY Fe 4 As 4 , with cations X and Y being alkali metals (IA group) or alkaline-earth elements (IIA group) [2, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . With these compounds synthesized, people start to wonder whether more 1144 structures could be stabilized. The main challenge arises from the fact that the 122 phase strongly competes with the desired 1144 phase. A phase diagram is proposed [2] to describe the relative stability of the two competing phases in iron arsenides. However, applicability of the phase diagram beyond iron arsenides is unclear yet. In this work, we investigate a series of unexplored systems and find that this phase could be stabilized in (i) iron-phosphide XY Fe 4 P 4 , (ii) Eu-contained 1144 iron arsenide EuXFe 4 As 4 , (iii) indium-contained 1144 compounds InXFe 4 As 4 . In addition, we find that the formation of the 122 solution phase for many compounds is driven by entropy, which means a phase transition to the 1144 phase could occur through an annealing process. By studying these systems, we are able to plot a generalized phase diagram, presenting a bird's-eye view of the stability of various 1144 materials.
The rest of work is organized as follows. Section II explains the methodology in estimating free energy. In Sec. III A, we analyze the general mechanism for stabilizing the 1144 phase. In each of the next subsections, we discuss the stability of 1144 structures sorted by chemical compositions: in Sec. III B the 1144 XY Fe 4 As 4 with X and Y from IA or IIA groups; in Sec. III C, the rare-earth contained 1144 structure; in Sec. III D the 1144 iron phosphides; in Sec. III E the indium-contained 1144 structure. In Sec. III F, we will revisit the phase diagram and develop a generalized one.
II. MODELING AND CALCULATION METHODS
The 1144 phase competes with the 122 solution phase during crystallization [2] . The 122 solution phase specifically means the random doping phase, for instance Ca 0.5 Na 0.5 Fe 2 As 2 , and it will be referred to as the 122(s) phase in this context. The relative stability of the two phases is characterized by the Gibbs free energy difference:
where H is the enthalpy, S conf is the configuration entropy, E 0 is the zero-point energy, and S vib is the vibrational entropy. Positive G is defined as favoring the 1144 phase. At zero pressure, the enthalpy H is just the energy difference, which can be estimated by density functional theory (DFT). For the 122(s) phase, it involves a sum of random configurations, which is unfeasible for supercell modeling. Thus we adopt an ideal solution approximation:
where x is the concentration of X cations, which is 1/2 in our case. For the 1144 phase, S conf is zero. For the 122(s) phase, it (per unit cell) can be estimated by
Each tetragonal unit cell contains two primitive unit cells, leading to the prefactor 2. In this case, S conf is a constant 0.011 96 meV/(atom K).
Calculations of zero-point energy and vibration entropy are implemented by the code phonopy under a harmonic approximation [21] . To account for the solution phase, we made a similar approximation as made for enthalpy: 
as well as for zero-point energy: DFT calculation details are as below. All calculations are implemented by Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [23] . It is performed based on Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional [22] . The projected augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotential method [24] is employed. The minimum 1 × 1 × 1 tetragonal unit cell of XY Fe 4 As 4 is shown in Fig. 1(a) . In calculating energy, we construct an enlarged 2 × 2 × 1 supercell to account for the stripe antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering within the Fe-As layer [Figs 1(b) and 1(c)]. For the Eu-contained 1144 structure, there are some debates about the Fe-As magnetic ordering [25, 26] , which are mainly about the spin orientation angle with respect to the z axis. Nevertheless, the AFM feature is unambiguous. In calculating the force matrix needed for the computation of S vib , we have created an enlarged 3 × 3 × 1 supercell for both 122 and 1144 phases. The lattice constants are chosen as the calculated values listed in Tables I and II. We turned off spins for affordable computational efforts in the phonon part. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Mechanism of 1144-122(s) phase stability
Before presenting numerical results, it seems beneficial to discuss the general mechanism of phase stability. It is observed that, for the iron arsenide, 1144-122(s) phase stability depends on two parameters [2] : the difference in lattice constant a and the difference in atomic radius R. Such dependence is demonstrated with a phase diagram [2] , which is re-plotted in Fig. 2(a) . Evidently, the 1144 phase will be stabilized with R > 0.4Åand | a| < 0.07Å, while the 122(s) phase locates in R < 0.4Åand | a| > 0.07Å. However, its physical mechanism remains unexplained. For example, why does large R tend to stabilize the 1144 phase, while large a tends to stabilize the 122(s) phase? In addition, a phase diagram's applicability beyond iron arsenide is unclear yet. In this work, we suggest using c (the mismatch of lattice c) to replace R as the new characterizing parameter. The parameter c will serve equally well as R for plotting the phase diagram, because c is linearly correlated with R ( c ≈ 4 R) as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Making such a replacement will merely lead to a horizontal rescale of the original phase diagram. [Note that linear correlation does not hold between R and a as shown Fig. 2(a) . In that sense a and c respond differently to R.] On the other hand, c is advantageous in explaining the mechanism with an elastic box picture as sketched below.
Imagine the X or Y atoms together with the surrounding Fe-As as an elastic box [ Fig. 3(a) ], whose energy will increase as the box is compressed or expanded. Suppose the stiffness for a and c is k a and k c (k a > k c ). Then the energy increase in the a and c axis per box is
n a and n c are the neighborhood numbers. For both the 1144 and 122(s) phases, n a = 1 and n c = 2 (there are two interfaces on the top and bottom and four on the sides, but one interface is shared by two boxes). p a and p c are the probabilities for that sort of mismatch to occur. For the 1144 phase, p a = p c = 1. For the 122(s) phase with a random distribution of X-Y boxes, the probability for the same or different cations occupying the neighborhood is equal [ Fig. 3(c) ]. Thus p a = p c = 1/2. In addition, the 1144 phase has heterocations in different layers, thus c = 0 [ Fig. 3(b) ]. Then the energy difference for the two phases is
From an energy point of view, small a and large c tend to stabilize the 1144 phase, while the 122(s) phase is stabilized the other way. This is a pure size effect, independent of the nature of cations or skeleton layers. Therefore, it should be generally applied for the 1144-122(s) competition. In each of the following sections, we will use the methodology outlined in Sec. II to test the mechanism. In Sec. III F, we provide a generalized phase diagram (Fig. 6 ) based on these calculations.
B. 1144 with IA+IIA combination
Eight 122 iron arsenides XFe 2 As 2 (X = IA or IIA group elements, or Eu) have been found in experiment (listed in Table I ). The 1144 phase could be obtained by combining two of these 122 compounds. In this section, we will discuss the X-Y combinations of IA-or IIA-group elements, which could be further divided into three groups: IA+IIA, IA+IA, and IIA+IIA. The IA+IIA combinations have received the most attention due to the electron/hole doping attempts [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Thus we will first investigate this group and compare our calculation with experiment results, then move on to other combinations.
We have calculated enthalpy difference using both experimental and calculated lattice constants, labeled as Expt.-latt and Calc.-latt in Table II . For Expt.-latt, we fix the lattice constants to the experimental values and only relax the internal coordinates. For Calc.-latt, we relax both the internal coordinates and lattice constants. For most 122 compounds, the difference of experiment and calculation lattice constants are around 1%. The only exception is CaFe 2 As 2 ; it differs by 2.0% for a and 5.0% for c. Note that CaFe 2 As 2 is a special 122 compound, which is extremely sensitive to external pressure on its crystal structure [27] . The higher discrepancy might be a consequence of such complications. For 1144 compounds, such differences are about 2% or less.
There are 12 IA+IIA combinations, some of which have been found 1144 stable (e.g., CaKFe 4 As 4 , CaRbFe 4 As 4 ). Others appear to be 1144 unstable, showing the 122(s) phase [2] . The left portion of Table II lists 1144-stable compounds (except for BaCsFe 4 As 4 , whose phase remains undetermined). Our calculation illustrates that all these systems have positive H , which suggests a 1144 ground state at zero temperature. At finite temperature, we need to estimate the free energy as defined in Eq. (1). We plot the free energy vs temperature in Figs. 4(a)-4(e) . For each compound, we have plotted two lines. The straight dashed line only includes the first two terms H and −S conf T . The other line further includes the effect of zero-point energy and vibration entropy contribution. By comparing the two lines, we can see how the zero-point energy and phonons affect the phase stability for a specific compound. Before adding zero-point energy and phonons, G linearly decreases with temperature. Thus, at high enough temperature, 122(s) will eventually predominate. We can find the critical temperature for the phase transition ( G = 0), which is higher than 800 K for all these systems. After zero-point energy and phonons are added into consideration; the line is curved but the general trend stays the same, which suggests that the vibration entropy plays a relatively minor role in configuration entropy. The critical temperature changes as follows: CaRb (1314 K → 700 K), CaCs (1156 K → 830 K), CaK (1137 K → 780 K), SrCs (854 K → 1000+ K), SrRb (848 K → 630 K). Most of them have a decreased critical temperature, however, still well above the room temperature. SrCsFe 4 As 4 is an exception, whose critical temperature is substantially enhanced to greater than 1000 K. Nevertheless, adding vibration and zero-point energy does not change the conclusion qualitatively. The right portion of Table II lists 1144-unstable compounds. Most of them (except BaNaFe 4 As 4 ) show positive enthalpy, but H is substantially smaller than 1144-stable compounds, which means H will probably not suffice to maintain the 1144 phase at finite temperature and the 122(s) phase will be formed driven by entropy. The free energy is shown in Figs. 4(f)-4(i) . In this case, vibration leads to a minor correction to the critical temperature: SrNa (162 K → 70 K), BaK (247 K → 220 K), CaNa (241 K → 260 K), BaRb (421 K → 400 K), SrK (630 K → 690 K). SrNa, BaK, and CaNa show critical temperature lower than room temperature, and are thus hard to stabilize. BaRb is around room temperature, indicating a better stability. SrKFe 4 As 4 is recognized as the most promising one, which shows a critical temperature higher than 600 K and is even further enhanced when vibration is taken into consideration. In Fig. 2(b) , the BaRb and SrK, located near the boundary of the 1144 and 122(s) phase, also suggest a chance to be stabilized.
The single crystal of CaKFe 4 As 4 has recently been synthesized [7] [8] [9] [10] . One practical challenge is to avoid unwanted phases (mainly 122 phase) [7] . Growing a 1144 phase free of impurity sensitively depends on chemical composition and temperature control [7] . Thus, growing a high quality crystal requires a sufficiently high critical temperature, which allows a broad window to achieve the desired phase. CaRbFe 4 As 4 and CaCsFe 4 As 4 are showing critical temperatures similar to CaKFe 4 As 4 . Thus one can expect a comparable chance to obtain a single-crystalline 1144 phase. SrCsFe 4 As 4 shows an even better stability, as a phonon will substantially enhance the stability of the 1144 phase. For BaCsFe 4 As 4 , which phase it belongs to remains undetermined in experiment. Our calculation shows that a phonon will substantially decrease the stability of the 1144 phase (510 K → 200 K).
Next we will examine IA+IA and IIA+IIA combinations. Our result is listed in Table III . There are six combinations for IA+IA and three for IIA+IIA. We find that 1144 compounds have negative H . Even RbK, RbNa, and KNa have positive H ; the critical temperature is extremely low, which suggests the stability of the 1144 phase is poor in these compounds. If we examine the locations of these systems in the phase diagram, we will find they mainly locate in the off-diagonal region, i.e., the region with R < 0.4Å and | a| < 0.07Å.
C. 1144 with rare earth
In this section, we discuss Eu-bearing 1144 phases. Fe-As does not form the 122 phase with rare-earth elements, while Eu is the only exception. We expect Eu is capable of forming FIG. 5 . The AFM and FM spin configurations of EuFe 2 As 2 . The spin in Fe-As layer is same as Fig. 1(b) , but not explicitly shown in the graph. The magnetic moment on each Eu is about 6.5μ B according to our calculations.
1144 phase iron arsenide in company with other main group elements. Unlike main group elements, Eu is magnetic with a local moment about 5.9μ B [30] . Thus magnetism might play a role in phase stability. We use two types of PAW pseudopotentials in investigating phase stability. One considers the f electron as valence electrons; the other builds the f electron into the core, which is a routine way to cope with the inabilities of present DFT functional to describe the localized 4-f electrons.
With the first pseudopotential, one is able to account for Eu's magnetism: AFM or FM as shown in Fig. 5 . The two configurations were found similar in energy [25, 28] and AFM can be converted to FM by an external magnetic field, which suggests a weak AFM coupling between Eu layers [29] . Thus, for a more efficient calculation (AFM needs to double the unit cell), we consider FM configuration in investigation of the stability of EuXFe 4 As 4 structures. It predicts a magnetic moment of 6.5μ B for Eu. For the second pseudopotential, Eu is nonmagnetic as the f electron is frozen into the core.
The formation enthalpies are listed in Table IV . For all Eu+IA combinations, the ground state is a 1144 structure at zero temperature. This is true for both pseudopotentials. Our calculation shows that the 1144 stability of EuCs and EuRb, comparatively, is better than EuK and EuNa. In Fig. 2(a) , the phase diagram demonstrates EuCs and EuRb locating in the 1144 region, EuK is at the boundary, while EuNa is even further. Thus the phase diagram gives a consistent ranking of stability among these compounds. A non-f -electron pseudopotential has provided the same conclusion, but a different formation enthalpy. In addition, polycrystallines of EuCsFe 4 As 4 and EuRbFe 4 As 4 have recently been synthesized [3, 4, 6] . The lattice constants are found to be a = 3.9002Å and c = 13.6285Å for EuCsFe 4 As 4 and a = 3.89Å c = 13.31Å for EuRbFe 4 As 4 . It seems a non-f -electron pseudopotential provides a closer estimate of lattice constants. Nevertheless, our finding is verified by EuCsFe 4 As 4 and EuRbFe 4 As 4 being 094105-5 11.7391 stable at room temperature. We further predict EuKFe 4 As 4 and EuNaFe 4 As 4 , which remains to be tested.
D. 1144 of iron phosphides
In this section, we discuss iron phosphide 1144 structures. Similar to iron arsenides, pure iron phosphides (e.g., CaFe 2 P 2 [31] , LaFe 2 P 2 [32] ) do not show superconductivity. But replacing Fe with Ru (e.g., LaRu 2 P 2 [33] ) will induce superconductivity at low temperature. For structural stability, it is interesting to check whether the parameters a and c can equally characterize the 1144 phase stability in iron phosphides, where the skeleton Fe-As layer becomes Fe-P layers. We discuss four 122 iron phosphides: BaFe 2 P 2 , SrFe 2 P 2 , CaFe 2 P 2 , and CsFe 2 P 2 , which have been discovered in experiment. Then we proceed to study three unknown 1144 systems, which include BaCsFe 4 P 4 , SrCsFe 4 P 4 , and CaCsFe 4 P 4 .
The method we used is similar as for iron arsenide in Secs. III B and III C. The lattice constants and enthalpy difference are listed in Table V. Note that the lattice constants are generally smaller compared with their counterparts in iron arsenide. All three 1144 structures show positive H , implying a stable 1144 phase. That is particularly true for CaCsFe 4 P 4 .
E. 1144 with IIIA elements
In this section, the possibility of building IIIA elements into 1144 structures is studied. The 1144 phase has been discovered with IA or IIA elements, while no IIIA-element-contained 1144 structures have been reported to date. That is possibly because the IIIA element has an electronegativity about 1.7-1.8, apparently higher than IA or IIA groups. Our idea is to use a partner element from IA or IIA to help IIIA form the 1144 phase. In fact, this idea also applies to other trivalence electrons (e.g., Y, La, etc.) to form the 1144-or 122-type structures. In addition, a relatively low melting point (e.g., lower than 1200 K) is easier for applicability of solution growth [5, 7] . Thus, indium (In) with a melting point about 156
• C is chosen. Recently, several new iron SCs, called 12442 structures, have been synthesized [34, 35] , which inspires us to study the 1144 compounds.
Note that indium does not form a 122 phase with Fe and As, but will decompose into Fe 2 As and InAs. Thus, we define the enthalpy difference H : H = 1 2 E XFe 2 As 2 + E Fe 2 As + E InAs − E InXFe 4 As 4 .
The factor 1/2 comes from the fact that each unit cell is composed of two formula units. The energy of Fe 2 As is estimated based on an AFM coupling [36] . In this case, the enthalpy difference shows stability of the 1144 phase against decomposition. In our calculation, we find the best partner for In is K among other alkali metals and Ca is the best among alkaline-earth elements. It also indicates that alkaline-earth elements are better than alkali metals; smaller atoms are better than larger atoms. The apparent correlation between the stability and atomic size implies the atomic size is still an important factor. As a reference, we also calculate the energy of InFe 2 As 2 , which shows a negative H , consistent with the fact that the 122 phase InFe 2 As 2 is unstable.
F. Generalized phase diagram
Finally, we are able to plot a generalized phase diagram [ Fig. 6(a) ], containing all the compounds investigated above. Several changes have been made on the original one [ Fig. 2(a) ]. First, substitute R by c, then the stability of 1144 and 122(s) phases can be understood with a simple elastic box picture. Second, we discard the sign of c and only take its absolute value, because the sign seems not significant for characterizing the interbox mismatch. a is set negative to make the data point distribution look similar to the original phase diagram. Third, to make the phase diagram self-consistent, the lattice constants are all based on calculated values instead of experimental values. As we show, the calculated values are very close to experimental values. From Fig. 6(a) , two general trends are recognized. First, the stability of the 1144 phase is enhanced as going from the left bottom to the right top. This trend is caused by the size effect as explained with the elastic box picture. Second, IA+IIA combinations (denoted by circles) generally have better 1144 phase stability than IA+IA and IIA+IIA (denoted by squares). This can be seen by comparing square spots with circle spots. Circles have apparently higher H than squares, even though their a and c are similar. Such stability difference is probably relevant to charge transfer: IIA+IIA has one extra electron transferred from cations to Fe-As layers than IA+IIA, while IA+IA has one fewer. Considering the two trends, we are convinced that size effects and charge transfer are two major factors. On the other hand, the magnetic Eu-contained compounds exhibit no abnormality, thus magnetism seems to play a secondary role. Our calculation provides insight for interpretation of experimental facts. It has been observed that 122(s) and 1144 phases are separated around line 1 in the phase diagram [ Fig. 6(a) ]. However, in fact, compounds in between line 1 and line 2 [ Fig. 6(a) ] still energetically favor the 1144 phase, which means the 1144-122(s) phase transition taking place at line 1 is mainly driven by entropy. Thus, compounds between line 1 and line 2 (especially near line 1) possibly form 1144 with a temperature-decreasing annealing process.
Interestingly, IA+IIA with an effective valence state +1.5 generally has lower energy than IA+IA (+1) or IIA+IIA (+2). This suggests that the favorable cation valence state in forming 1144 iron arsenide is +1.5. This might be relevant to the fact that 122 iron arsenide (122 in fact is so similar to 1144) is only found with a cation of +1 or +2 valence states, and no trivalence elements (e.g., La, Ce) have been found. This is probably caused by charge transfer: +1 and +2 are in the neighborhood of energy minimum, while +3 is an overwhelming deviation. Thus, we argue the nonexistence is mainly a consequence of charge effect, instead of size effect. Based on that idea, to stabilize, for instance, the La-contained 1144 structure, one should first consider alkali metals, which will make the effective valence state approach closer to +1.5.
IV. CONCLUSION
We find that the 1144 phase can be stabilized in a variety of systems: (i) iron-phosphide XY Fe 4 P 4 , (ii) Eu-contained 1144 iron arsenide EuXFe 4 As 4 , (iii) indium-contained 1144 compounds InXFe 4 As 4 , suggesting that the 1144 phase is widely existing (see Table VI ). The stability of the 1144 phase is summarized in Fig. 6(b) . We also show that certain compounds (e.g., BaCsFe 4 As 4 , BaRbFe 4 As 4 ), which form the 122(s) phase at high temperatures, actually energetically favor the 1144 phase. Thus the 1144 phase is possibly obtained by a well-controlled annealing process.
By analyzing different 1144 systems, we find two factors that intensely affect the stability of the 1144 phase: the mismatch of two building blocks characterized by a and c, and charge transfer (or the effective valence states of cations).
Based on these findings, the 1144 phase will be stabilized with (i) decreased a and increased c; (ii) the cation valence state +1.5. On the other hand, magnetism plays a secondary role. This means that being magnetic would not diminish the chance of obtaining 1144 structures, which paves the way to building rare-earth elements (usually magnetic in nature) into the 1144 phase.
